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CHAT & QUESTIONS SUBMITTED DURING THE SESSION 

Name Comment 

Andrew Gosbell Thanks for organising this webinar. We are aware that not 

everyone is able to make this time, so will a recording be 

available afterwards that all trainees can view? 

Biz Meike One big restriction with the current RTO-let training is that it's 

practically impossible to change between areas (and therefore 

RTOs) without doing the Independent Pathway route.  Will this 

change make it easier to do training in more than one state? 

Ben Dodds ACRRM has a robust curriculum and assessment without the 

need to change during Transition 

Biz Meike Are existing registrars transitioning to the new model, or do 

they complete their training under the old system? 

Michael Hand Are existing registrars transitioning to the new model, or do 

they complete their training under the old system? 

Michael Hand: How will the transition reverse the year-on-year decline in the 

number of applicants for GP training? What incentives will help 

residents choose GP training over hospital-based training? 

Rebecca Irwin The plan is for it be much much easier to move training 

locations and move around Australia with ACRRM training 

Naomi Jupp: How confident are the colleges that they will be able to meet 

the KPIs/requirements in the grant opportunity (yet to be 

confirmed) and their share of funding (yet to be determined) in 

the shortening time frame? 

Chris Harnden Can we have a specific idea of what training will look like for 

registrars in the future? Will there be a 2 practice requirement? 

Will registrars be required to place remotely if they work in the 

NT?? 

Peter Maguire I lived through the last transition from college led training to the 

RTPs/RTOs. The transition of corporate knowledge and human 

resources was difficult and quite disruptive to registrars - I 

wonder how we can avoid that again! Of more concern, the 

reason this is happening seems to be the Department's 

dissatisfaction with the workforce outcomes for hard-to-fill 

rural. It looks like they don't trust the colleges to fix that so are 

setting up "priority placement" organisations. How do the 

colleges see that working? 
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Michele Luey As a supervisor of both RACGP and ACRRM registrars 

definitely interested in more communication between ACRRM 

and supervisors on the ground. 

Belinda Jennings Will it still be possible to do dual RACGP/ACRRM training? 

Michele Luey Will supervisor accreditation or practice accreditation be 

separate for each college? 

Jessica Phillips-Yelland I’m undertaking the FARGP, and wondering if there will be 

changes to this qualification with college based training? 

Dan Wilson: And if any GP Registrars are AMA members, they can contact 

their local AMA for employment related issues. Alternatively, 

GPRA are fantastic for support on all matters Employment also! 

Peter Maguire The matching of registrars to practices will need to occur mid 

2022 for the 2023 year - who will manage that allocation 

process? 

Biz Meike Many thanks - very useful webinar. 

 


